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From the Front Seat
By RSR President Peter Grant

The Zone 4 DE season finally got off
the ground the weekend of June 5-7
with the MidOhio Region hosting a
solo driver only DE at…where else…
MidOhio. Almost 180 solo DE students
and instructors showed up from
several different regions across the
Zone in a smashing turnout. In spite of
all the pent-up frustration resulting from cancelled events
due to pandemic issues, the weekend went off without a
hitch, and with masks and social distancing evident for all
the participants.
RSR followed the next weekend with a solo driver
only event at Grattan. Not being as centrally located as
MidOhio, our RSR event drew “only” 60 solo students and
instructors. However, there weren’t many complaints as
this translated into just about as much track time as anyone
could hope for. With a steady breeze blowing and everyone
being completely outside, few masks were in evidence, but
social distancing prevailed. Again, in spite of all the pentup frustration of the long wait…and the presence of some
pretty serious “P” cars…the weekend came off without
incident and everyone had plenty of track time to burn off
the long wait.
With pandemic related restrictions being carefully lifted
in stages here in Michigan, we can anticipate that RSR will
be able to break out from its cocoon and begin to have
some events, and my most fervent hope is that this will
indeed be the case. But as the president of this terrific
group, I feel obligated to suggest a word of caution.
Whether you agree with her or not, the governor has
paced the re-opening of Michigan very carefully, and as
a result Michigan enjoys one of the lowest infections and
death rates from Covid 19 in the country. Unfortunately,
worldwide and even nationwide, infection rates continue
to escalate exponentially. Bottom line, this is not over, and
is likely not going to be over for a long time still.
So, what does this have to do with RSR and upcoming
events? Simply put, we need to clarify the difference
between individual choice and club policy. Reality is that
Michigan is still under a State-of-Emergency and will
remain so until (at least) July 16. Masks are required when
inside a public building, and social distancing of at least 6
feet is still mandated. That said, you only need to go to the
local grocery store or Home Depot to realize that there are
a lot of people who are disregarding these requirements.

While unfortunate and technically “against the current
law”, there is little enforcement, and the news has been
full of violent confrontations that have occurred over the
lack of a face mask where one is required.
The point is, the decision to adhere to the current
“state-or-emergency” requirements in Michigan…or not…
is a personal choice, and it is not surprising that many
“sudden” experts in virology appear on the scene who are
happy to expound their personal version of what’s safe and
what isn’t with regard to the spread of the coronavirus.
Again, this is personal choice and the public has provided a
lot of latitude for it’s expression.
What I am asking for is your indulgence to realize
that RSR club “policy” is a very different thing. First and
foremost, we as a group need to be focused on the health
and safety of all our members, their families, loved ones,
and friends. So RSR club “policy” will always adhere to
national, state, CDC, and local guidelines with regard to
safety in these times, and if there’s a “fuzzy” line drawn in
the sands of these guidelines, RSR will ALWAYS err on the
side of caution. And this is hard, folks…really hard. We are
all tired of masks and social distancing and hand washing
and disinfecting, and we all want this to go away, but our
collective health and safety HAS to come first…and this is
not over.
So, I ask for your patience and understanding if things
don’t go as fast as any of us would like. The events that
we do go forward with as a club will be subject to the
restrictions that are in place at the time of the event. And
please, please use your own good judgement when making
your own personal decisions.
Makes me think of an old rhyme my Mom would recite
to me when I got impatient about something: “Patience is
a virtue, have it if you can. Seldom in a woman, never in
a man”. Amen to that! (and please forgive me if that little
rhyme is politically inappropriate…it’s from a time long,
long ago!).
And
that’s the
view From
the Front
Seat
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AMIDST THE STAY AT HOME ORDERS, RENNSTATT IS OPEN
TO SERVE YOU AND THERE IS NO BETTER TIME TO
GET YOUR CAR READY FOR THE DRIVING SEASON.
YOUR PORSCHE CAN BE PROPERLY SERVICED
WITHOUT EVEN ENTERING OUR SHOP! CALL US TODAY
AT 734-761-1088 FOR DETAILS!

EXPERT PORSCHE SERVICE • DEDICATED PORSCHE TECHNICIANS
MORE THAN 120 YEARS COMBINED PORSCHE EXPERIENCE
SERVING RALLY SPORT REGION FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
Briarwood Mall

669 State Circle

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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State Street

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

RSR Calendar of Events
As a result of the Michigan State Governor’s Executive Directives regarding the coronavirus pandemic events shown here are only to facilitate members’ calendars of what might be available
under changing conditions. Watch for Rally Sport updates in your email.

July 19 (Sun.) 2:00 PM: July Summer Drive beginning at
Skyline High School, Ann Arbor -- Hosts Mike & Kathy
O’Rear (see ad on page 15
August 3 (Mon.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meetingt -- TBD

September 14 (Mon.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meetingt -- TBD
September 15 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills (Event & participants subject to Governor’s
Pandemic Directives)

August 21-22 (Fri.-Sat.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills (Event & participants subject to Governor’s
Pandemic Directives)

Other Events of Interest
July 10 (Fri.) Rolling Sculpture in Ann Arbor -- very “iffy”
July 31 - August 2 (Fri. - Sun.): Porsches on the Mac II Beauty and the Bridge (see ad below with more details
to follow)

Monthly Third Saturdays (July-October): Cars & Coffee at
Zingerman’s Roadhouse Ann Arbor (see ad on page 25)
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Membership
Current Membership 525*

* Includes 320 Primary Members

Welcome New Member
Maria Samouilidis
Lincoln Park, MI
1999 Dark Red 911 Carrera Cabrio

Member Anniversaries
Gary & Carolyn Starin.....................35
Tom & Lynda Bliznik....................... 29
Jim & Liz Christopher......................27
Steve & Mary Shanks......................27
Peter & Dara Church.......................23
Robert & Sharon Curry...................23
Elliott & Wendy Wagenheim..........23
Dan Hudson & Jona Kirts-Hudson..21
Stewart & Sally Free.......................18
Dan & Hope Gaulin.........................18
Steve & Jean Howorth....................16

Tom Bloom & Beth Trollman..........15
Eric & Kristin Gedeon.....................14
Al & Claire Utter.............................14
Nick Priest.......................................12
Richard Chang &
Tonya Kneff-Chang.....................10
Jon Heidorn & Deb Kop..................10
Mike & Kiyomi Wenners.................10
Sig & Kristina Kristiansen..................7
John Loomis......................................6
Gary & Sue Sikkema.........................6

Dave & Coleen Thurston...................6
Christopher Bahlman & Alex Pratt....5
Marvin & Candy Quezada.................4
Matthew Romano.............................4
Randy & Annie Stephens..................4
James Hoyt.......................................3
Jeff Walters.......................................3
Sam & Jenny Jalet.............................2
Tom Yurmanovic...............................2
Bob Jenkins.......................................1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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PCA members make a difference in their community!
Porsche Club of America Regions create fantastic opportunities to give back and support many
different aspects of their communities.
Every year across Porsche Club of America, members are making a difference with many amazing,
heartwarming, and thoughtful acts of kindness. PCA is continually collecting stories of member's
community contributions, and publishing articles for all to read in an effort to highlight what our
club is doing and inspire other regions to help in their own way.
READ ALL OF THE HEART-WARMING MEMBER STORIES: https://www.pca.org/members-making-difference
OR SUBMIT YOUR REGION’S CONTRIBUTION: https://www.pca.org/contact-members-making-difference
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Rally Sport Region’s Annual Grattan HPDE
By member Mike O’Rear

As President Peter Grant has pointed out in his “Front Seat”
column, our annual June event drew almost 60 experienced
drivers for two days of great high performance driving.
Clear skies, cool temps and light breezes made for a perfect
event -- if only the pandemic hadn’t limited the event to
only experienced drivers. Morning snacks, coffee, hydration
products and the usual Saturday night banquet with door

prizes were replaced by social distancing, and “fend for
yourself” food and drinks. Such is life in these crazy times.
Nevertheless, Porsche of Ann Arbor generously supported the event, allowing the club to break-even in spite of the
limited attendance. It was a fine event but one we hope we
won’t have to repeat.

Chief Instructor Christian Maloof led the drivers’ meeting. The group gathered around but not too close.

Member Roland Hewilberger stays safe
while bench racing with another participant.
Mike O’Rear enjoyed the driving and
greeted Zone Rep Lori Schutz who stopped
by to watch the fun.
President Peter Grant spent considerable time underneath his 944 track car,
where he didn’t have to wear a mask.
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As usual one vehicle stood idle both days.

---------->

Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz -- Zone 4 Representative

Hi Zone 4 Friends and Family,
The cloud is lifting – the sun is starting to shine again. As I
write this, we are anticipating the lower part of Michigan
opening up and the COVID 19 restrictions lifting. Life will
be returning to a ‘new normal’. Our events will start to
come back to the calendars.
Thank you to all of the regions who continued to give
back during the past few months. Several of you had fund
raising efforts and donations to ‘fill the frunk’ and contributed to your local food banks. I know your communities
are so appreciative.
PCA National has prepared a special Communicable
Disease Waiver, which you will be asked to sign for any
type of PCA event. By the time you read this article, this
waiver could be available electronically. You need to sign
once, and then are covered for any PCA event from any
region, through May 2021. If you sign by paper, then the
suggestion is to take a photo with your phone and present
that at future events as evidence. The waiver is one page,

and does not need to be witnessed. The purpose is to
inform our participants and protect our club officers from
potential litigation. While just common sense, some see
this as an unnecessary annoyance. Well hey, this entire
pandemic is an annoyance! Sign it, stay safe, and then
we don’t have to worry about it! PCA has also prepared
guidelines (not requirements!) for safe practices during
events. These are not any different than we see for other
activities. Your local laws, rules and venue restrictions will
determine what is needed for each specific event.
Once we get back in our cars and on the road to spend
time together, please take a few minutes to jot down your
experiences, take a few pictures, and send them to your
newsletter editor. They are starved for content, and we
want to hear your stories!
Stay safe and see you soon!
Lori Your Proud Zone 4 Representative - zone4rep@national.
pca.org

How Our Regions Were Born
By National PCA Historian R.J. Wilmoth

When chartered on July 28, 1958 the Penn-Ohio region
included “All counties in Ohio and Pennsylvania which lie
within 50 miles of Mahoning County, Ohio and including
the greater Pittsburg, PA area”.
Over the next few years the Penn-Ohio region gave up
territory to the north to form the Northern Ohio region
(Greater Cleveland at the time), counties to the west to
form part of Mid-Ohio (Akron at the time) and Allegheny
County in PA to form the Allegheny region. By 1961 this
left basically the Youngstown area. Apparently, over time
there weren’t enough PCA members there to support the
region and it was dissolved in April 1969.
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Soul, electrified.
The new Taycan Turbo.

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St.
PorscheAnnArbor.com

The 944 Chronicles
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Home Alone with the 944
Unlike prior years March, April, and May of 2020 were very
productive in my garage. I quit my job, took a brief sabbatical from client commitments, and made a few changes
to the 944. Having free time on your hands removes most
(not all) of the excuses for not getting things done on the
car. Custom mount for the Sparco seat, check. Manual
window regulator installation, check. Manual mirror installation, check. 924S gauges with proper white lettering and
red needles, check. Reinstallation of the radio because it
was a truly misguided attempt to save weight, check. So,
what were my rewards for this flurry of off-season activity?
Combined with my A/C and power steering system delete
efforts from late last year I managed a new running weight
of 2614 pounds with half a tank of fuel and the spare tire
removed. How do I know its 2614 pounds? I have a set
of Longacre scales in the garage, and I got the printout to
prove it.
So why do I have a set of Longacre scales? A fundamental lack of self-control and inability to turn down a smoking
good deal. Come to think of it, that is how I ended up with
the 944 Bursch exhaust header and catalyst test pipe, both
of which are still sitting on the workbench, an LO206 racing
go kart that I only raced twice two years ago, and a 1972
MG Midget with real vintage Revolution 4-spoke alloy rims
which I do use but only for ice cream and vegetable market
runs on Sundays. Therein lies another aspect of having too
much time off -- impulse parts shopping on the internet.
The challenge is not so much the impulse shopping part
which is of course second nature, but controlling the size
of my discretionary 944 spending budget i.e. “I want” vs.
“I need.” Brake pads are a good example.
The pads and rotors on the 944 seemed to have been
in some sort of indestructible stasis condition defying all
concepts of wear and entropy. Neither experienced any
appreciable wear no matter how hard I pushed them on
the track over the last two years. Needless to say, they
were underwhelming on the performance front with more
than one instructor requesting a bit more “Whoa” at the
end of Waterford’s back straight. That qualified as an “I
need to do” regardless of cost discretionary expense, so I
now have Hawk pads installed. They work great and make
the obligatory clouds of wheel dust to prove it. While installing the Hawk pads I also discovered that the retention
pins needed to be refreshed too. All 8 of them. Of course,
the only replacements I could find were genuine Porsche

parts from Pelican Parts at $6 a pin. That was an “I have no
choice” discretionary spend.
Of course, all this time working on the car and cruising
about the internet resulted in an extensive list of discretionary “I wants” for the 944, all of them on eBay. Another
manual steering rack for $800, that is a pass. Another set
of manual window regulators out of a 924, eh, why not.
They were only $100 dollars and I can use them on the
free 924S. Then there was the set of four 16x7 early offset
Fuchs on eBay with a buy it now price of $1295. Nobody
offers a set of 4 16x7 Fuchs all of which have the early offset (23.3mm). They are always staggered widths and usually with different offsets front and rear. And free shipping.
Free shipping! According to 944racing.de/wheelweights.
php these wheels are even lighter than my 15 inch “cookie
cutter” Mahle wheels.
Had I not just bought new tires for the Cookie Cutters
the Fuchs would have been a total impulse buy. Instead I
put them on my eBay watchlist and checked them dutifully
every morning just to make sure they were still there. And
for a long time in eBay time they were, until they weren’t.
I liken it to the days before digital dashboards when the
low fuel light came on and the mental timer started on the
risk reward decision i.e. how many gas stations can I successfully pass without running out of fuel. So, I ran out of
fuel on this one. After a few weeks of deliberate indecision
someone else bought them. I was a little disappointed but
at least I do not have another spare set of wheels either
with or without brand new tires laying around the garage
collecting dust.
Even though I’m back to work, I am still playing the waiting game with the 944 parts I added to my eBay Watchlist during my time off. My favorite find is so eclectic and
unnecessary that I might be the only person on this side
of the Atlantic interested in buying it. It is a Porsche 944
Lower Balance Shaft Cover / Manual Steering Bracket 944.
It looks like this:

(Continued on page 27)
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Be entertained and informed: subscribe to PCAHQ on YouTube
From “The White Collection” to “Intermediate shaft and IMS bearing explained,” there’s no shortage of
content on the PCAHQ YouTube Channel. Sit back and watch cinematic mini-documentaries, track tests,
tech, or DIY videos — there are nearly 300 to choose from!
BE SURE TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CHANNEL TODAY @PCAHQ or YouTube.com/user/PCAHQ
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You know Munk's.

But do you know about

Vintage Munk's?

Restorations since 1969

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Driving Skills Carry Over
One of the advantages of hanging around cars for so long
is that I had the opportunity to see how much carries over
from one form of car to another.
My first hint that driving one car did not carry over to the
next was when I moved up from driving a ’67 Beetle to a
’70 914-6. It was like learning to fly in a Piper Cub and then
climbing into a fighter jet. Just tilting my head was enough
to elicit a lane change. I did not appreciate how agile the
914-6 was until I bought the ’72 911. At least the 911 would
go down the highway without constant steering input. The
914-6 ate up long sweeping turns but plowed if it was manhandled into a corner. The 911 required the slow in and fast
out approach to corners.
The next revelation was to put on a Formula Ford. You
become one with the car because most parts of your body
are in contact with the frame which lends itself to sensing
feedback from the car. I learned that almost any attitude
that the car got into it could be driven out of. Of course
being imprecise had the penalty of being slow. Precision
in a formula car is measured in fractions of an inch and demands 110% concentration. But stepping back into a very
hot 914-6 GT on Goodyear Blue Streak race tires made it
seem like things happened in slow motion. I can say the
formula car experience improved my driving skills in terms
of seeking precise lines.
The next race car sensation would seem crude but it was
anything but. Through Track Time I got to drive two different NASCAR Dodge stock cars. The cars had both been
raced by Sterling Marlin who is a pretty big guy. I’m approximately the size of Sterling so that was the car I was
assigned. The stock car may look big and cumbersome but
at the limit it dances around very light on the tire contact
patch. I drove the corners listening and feeling for tire
scrub that would slow the car. When I drove the car it
would take a pronounced shift in direction right in the center of the banked corner. It is a very physical and sensory
experience with a loud engine, considerable cockpit heat,
constant vibration and heavy G loads. Just a dozen laps
around Michigan International’s oval and I was worn out
and ready to get a rest. Nothing prepares you for driving a
stock car but I learned how to feel for tire scrub in driving
sports cars. I learned quite a bit about drafting as well.
That same Track Time experience put me back into a Formula 3 car with front and rear wings. The agility I loved was

back but wings added a new dimension. The faster you go
with a winged car the more down force the wings generate
and the better the car will corner. Go slow and the car
slides, go quick and it sticks. But if a wing goes sideways
in the air the stick goes away instantly. Being precise took
on a new meaning and called for very deliberate and controlled steering input, being aware to carry a high cornering
speed and not lose momentum.
My final driving experience was a TAG racing kart. Most
of us have driven low speed “amusement” karts. That does
not prepare you for the intensity of a 35 horsepower race
kart. It is by far the most violent four wheel vehicle I have
driven. Other cars might challenge you to look good driving
them. The racing kart challenges you to even hang on for
a full lap. You do feel like part of the kart even though the
only contact you have is the seat bottom, pedals and steering wheel. There is so much feedback through the steering
that you have a death grip on the wheel at every second.
You have to remind yourself to breath or you will be hyper ventilating. The kart demands precision with vigorous
steering input and vey quick hands. If you can’t trust the
grip of the tires and the ability to drift around every corner,
high or low speed, you will be slow, at least relatively speaking. The racing kart sharpens your reflexes and sensations
to a razor level and makes driving cars feel like things happen in slow motion.
So there you have it. Learning on a slow car will give you
more time to absorb driving feedback and more time to focus on driving skill rather than just survival. Driving in other
forms of race cars, or karts, will make you more attuned
to responding to the feedback through the seat, wheel and
pedals and more focused on precise driving. But nothing
substitutes for the pure seat time in your own car.
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Monday, May 4, 2020

Peter Grant: President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President.......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor.................................................Present
Charlie Brown III......................................................Present
Members & Visitor Present: Glenn Trapp, Phil Mather, Tom
Krueger, Christian Maloof, Dan Kantrow, Emmanuel Garcia
and Lori Schutz.
Call to Order: Peter Grant called the Zoom meeting to
order at 7:03PM.
President’s Report: Jon Heidorn mentioned a virtual Cars
and Coffee. It would consist of car photos stitched together.
He will work on getting something together.
Meeting Minutes: March meeting minutes were reviewed.
Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed. (April meeting
was canceled due to COVID-19)
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard reviewed the March and
April Financial reports. He also stated that our tax returns
were filed. Motion: To approve all reports passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club
members. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.
com
Insurance Report: No report.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn announced that the club membership
is down to 322 members.
Track Report: Christian Maloof discussed plans for Grattan.
It will be open next week. In order to adhere to the social
distancing rule we cannot have instructors in the cars. The
Grattan event would be held just for instructors and solo
advanced students. Mike O’Rear will contact some hotels
in the area to find out if they will be open. There will not
be food available at the track. Guests will not be able to
attend. No camping at the track will be allowed. The track
committee will decide mid-month if the event will be held.
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Dave Finch................................................................Absent
Jon Heidorn.............................................................Present
Matt Huber..............................................................Absent
Jeremy Goddard......................................................Present
William Rogers........................................................Present

Newsletter: Mike did not set a deadline, but he is still
looking for content.
Website: No report.
Events Committee: Due to COVID-19, all club activities are
suspended until further notice.
New Business: Jon Heidorn suggested a centralized location
for club documents. Maybe google docs or drop box. Peter
will discuss options with Jon.
Old Business: None
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
8:13PM. Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Experience With Clear Auto Bra
By Editor Mike O’Rear

Recently I had protective film applied to my third
Porsche. Again I had the film applied by Clear Auto
Bra, a long-time advertiser in the Bahn Stormer (see
page 18).
Once again owner Larry’s workmanship was
flawless and his attention to detail extraordinary.
Larry now uses Xpel film which is clearly superior
to the 3M film he has used in the past. It now even
comes with a ten year warranty. ..
The filmed surface of my 911 looks as good or
better than the original virtually flawless paint. I
invite you to inspect my 2010 Carrera when next we
meet and see the results for yourself.

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Monday, June 1, 2020

Peter Grant: President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President.......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor.................................................Present
Charlie Brown III......................................................Present

Dave Finch...............................................................Present
Jon Heidorn.............................................................Present
Matt Huber.............................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard......................................................Present
William Rogers........................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present: Glenn Trapp, Phil Mather, Christian Maloof, Emmanuel Garcia, Tim Pott and Lori Schutz

Website: eMan has a proposal to go to our own web hosting service and not use the National PCA site. We would
have to pay for the service, but it would give us more flexibility. The domain names are already set up by past President Pat Jeski. There is a cost for the SSL certificate.

Call to Order: Peter Grant called the Zoom meeting to order
at 7:04PM.
President’s Report: Peter mentioned that this should be
the last Zoom meeting and is hoping to have our next meeting at Karl’s.
Meeting Minutes: May meeting minutes were reviewed.
Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.

Events Committee: Matt Huber stated that all social events
have been cancelled. The next possible event may be Cars
and Coffee. The September glider event is still on the calendar. Matt also announced that he, Dru and Zach must resign
from the Event Committee. Jon Heidorn has volunteered to
run the committee.

Treasurer’s Report: Burghard reviewed the May Financial
report. Motion: To approve the financial report passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club members. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.com

New Business: Casey Cox has volunteered to help with the
social media accounts.

Insurance Report: Christian will contact Jim to set up the
insurance for Grattan.

Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
7:37PM. Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Old Business: None

Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn announced that the club membership
is down to 318 members.
Track Report: Christian reported that we have over 50
participant’s for the Grattan event. Porsche of Ann Arbor
is sponsoring the event. Michigan is now allowing events
with 100+ people if the event is held outdoors. We need
to decide if the Waterford event will be run the same way
as Grattan.
Newsletter: Mike did not set a deadline for the next issue.
The current issue went to the print shop this morning and
it is out on the web. Lori will be contributing two articles to
the next issue.
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
2016 GT4: 3.8L, 6-Sp. WP0AC2A82GK197635, 8,850 Miles.
Track-proven & ready with
Tarett Club Sport “A” suspension, roll cage, 6-point
harnesses, new frozen rotors, Michelin Pilot Sport 4S
tires. $85,000 Tom Krueger
313-570-2223 (4/20)
928 GTS: Rare late model 1994 build, in exceptional original condition. Supple Dove
Grey leather interior in excellent condition. 59,500
miles. 4 speed automatic
transmission. Service history file, 928 owners club registry listed as U.S. 008, VIN#
WPOAA2921RS820087. A collector caliber car with PCA
member provenance from original purchase. $65,000
Contact: John Dorscht 586-243-2470 cell or by email jpdorscht@gmail.com (03/20)
1985 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet: Black on Black. 82,000
miles. All done - needs
nothing! Engine transmission, clutch, windshield,
seats, battery, tires, body
and shocks. More pictures
are available. $58,995 OBO.
questions please contact Kevin Watson at 734-646-8045
(03/20)
The following two cars are being offered for sale for their
owners by RSR Member and advertiser Conrad Zumhagen.
You can see photos & more at www.SellYourSportsCar.net.
Contact Conrad at 734.645/5778 or email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net for details.
1993 Porsche 968 Cabriolet “Barn Find”, 3.0L L4 16V DOHC
16V M44/43 Variocam
Engine, 6 Sp. Man., VIN:
WP0CA296XPS840217,
63,316 Miles. Guards
Red/Cashmere leather.
One of 414 sold in N.A.
$16,900 (09/19)
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1995 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe: 3.6L H6 FI 270 HP Engine
Six Speed Manual Trans.
WPOAA29975S312734.
139,100 miles. Owned
since 1997, this car is
stock, with no modifications or changes (except
for the modern radio). It is in excellent condition. Maintained by our own Tim Pott, with detailed records and
receipts going back to 1997, and the engine completely
rebuilt & more at 105,849 miles. The car comes with all
books, spare, compressor, jack, tools, and extra keys. A
clean Carfax report is available. $44,900. (07/19)
OTHER ITEMS
Genuine Porsche 911/Cayman 18” 997 Wheels: No curb
rash. Has old winter tires (Michelin Alpine), but they were
stored in a climate controlled
environment - so, still soft. No
dry rot and could be used. All
balanced and ready to go. 11x18
ET51 and 8x18 ET57. Buyer pays
shipping or pickup from Michigan. $1250 Call (313) 9097815 (7/20)
1999 Base Boxster Suspension Parts: Set of shocks, springs
and sway bars. The suspension parts had approximately 40-45k miles on them
when removed. They have
been stored indoors for
about 10 years. Looking for
best offer over $0.00. Contact Robert Avery at raavery@comcast.net (04/20)
Set of 18” Formula 43 Aluminum Center Lock Wheels: cost
$4,500 new. Purchased for my 2011
GT3RS and I believe they would
also fit a 997 Cup Car or maybe a
997 wide body (Turbo?). 12”x 18”
- 46mm offset, 9”x 18” - 47mm offset, Excellent condition $2,250 Tom
Krueger 313-570-2223 (5/20)

Two full sets of BMW wheels: From 2008 3 Series. One
with old winter tires. $300/
set or $500 for both. Contact
Vigen Darian (313-587-8637,
text preferred) or Vbdarian@
comcast.net (5/20)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/19)

2002 Boxster wheels: Tires have been removed. Small
blemishes but very presentable. F: 17x7 ET55. R: 17X8.5
ET48. $300 OBO contact at
phil@philmatherracing.com
(10/19)

997 Parts: Parts are from a 911 997 generation 2 Carrera
4S: used K&N
air filters, new
oil filter with Oring, used 7mm
wheel spacers,
Porsche shoulder
harness
pad,
Center
muffler, Manual Shifter Assembly, Intake Plenum, Will sell
separately. Buyer pays shipping or pickup from Northville
MI. $500. John McIver; (734) 765-4585; mrjohnmciver@
gmail.com (09/19)

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put “Bahn
Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be
charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than six months old
may be removed unless resubmitted.
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We’re here for you

Call for an appointment. We are open:
M-Th, 8 am - 8 pm
Fri. 8 am - 6 pm
Sat. 9 am - 5 pm
3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Kevin Kral

How many days has it been? I guess that is like the kids yelling “Are we there yet” from the back seat. At least it seems
as if there is starting to be a light at the end of the tunnel here. Racing in real cars is coming back, DE events are
back for our seasoned veterans, Cars and Coffee is scheduled again and some of the big regional events are still on.
Hopefully we can all see each other at one of these! It will
be interesting to see others of this elusive species called
humans. With all of that said, all of this time has taken its
toll on the creative juices and is hindering the brain from
coming up with stories that relate to our favorite “P” cars…
I came across a video from this year’s (yes, a 2020 event!)
from SVRA of a Corvette at Road America coming into Canada Corner and letting their rear end lead the way through.
First, this was the first session for that group based on the
comments and after a long time away things can be a bit
shaky. And two, I hope this is not a precursor for everyone
and their brother when they return to the road in traffic
when we all go back to work again. I can recall the first time
I drove Road America and if you don’t have full confidence
coming into Canada Corner, it becomes very easy to get it
wrong. You carry immense speed, depending on the car it
can be the fastest you get during your lap, and the

natural environment creates a tunnel which provides the
illusion that you have more road than you actually have. If
you haven’t spectated or driven there, I would highly recommend it. Running along Hurry Downs on the infield side
there are countless hiking trails to where you can stand at
the fence (by fence I mean the actual catch fence) and almost be standing on the track. That is an experience you
won’t forget! I may be a bit biased as Road America holds
a special place in my upbringing and I will always consider
it my home track. Back to this video (see link below), I do
applaud the driver, as the worst thing that happened is that
his wheels got a bit dirty in the gravel and there was no
trading paint with the wall.
Coming back from the memories from a carefree time,
let’s remember to not rush back into the old way of life.
Embrace the time that we have had to slow down and
bring what we have learned as we enter into the next corner. Even if the world is creating a tunnel as we approach
our next braking point, let’s just not push it too hard till we
have shaken off the rust and remember how much road
we really have left before we turn. Those are the thoughts
from the back seat till next time!

A link to the video mentioned in Kevin’s article is here at:
https://www.facebook.com/106198526202623/posts/1655080767981050/?vh=e&d=n
(944 Chronicles from page 17)

This is the part that came on 1983 944s that were
equipped with manual steering racks from the factory. It
does not have the mounting bosses on it for the power
steering pump, so it is a little lighter and it cleans up some
more under hood clutter. Do I need it? no, do I want it? yes.
Heck, I did not even realize this part existed until I found it
while searching for another manual steering rack on eBay.
And while I am by no means a stickler for authenticity, my
944 has a real live 1983 manual steering rack installed, so
why not go that extra mile and install the real live cover/
bracket the next time we open up the front of the engine?!
And when will that be? I have no idea, but this thing could
look great sitting on the bench in the garage next to the
Bursch header and test pipe. They came from eBay too. I
just can’t remember when.
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The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

©Porsche Cars North America, INC. Porsche Recommends seat belt usage and observation of all traffic laws at all times

The$heirs$to$over$60$years$of$racing$legacy.$$Divided$equally.$
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